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Abstract: Bluetooth low energy (LE) devices have been widely used in the Internet of Things (IoT)
and wireless personal area networks (WPAN). However, attackers may compromise user privacy by
tracking the addresses of the LE device. The resolvable private address (RPA) mechanism provides
address privacy protection for the LE device. Similar to Zhang and Lin’s work in CCS 2022, we
investigate the privacy of the RPA mechanism in this paper. Our contributions are threefold. First,
we discover that the RPA mechanism has a privacy weakness. The attacker can track the targeted
device by exploiting the runs of the RPA mechanism when he intercepts the targeted device’s obsolete
RPA value. Second, we propose an improved RPA mechanism to overcome the privacy weakness
in the RPA mechanism. The improved RPA mechanism leads to a small amount of extra overheads
without requiring modification to the basic cryptographic tools used in the standard specification.
Third, we formalize a privacy model to capture the address privacy of the RPA mechanisms. Our
improved RPA mechanism provides enhanced privacy guarantees to Bluetooth LE devices in wireless
personal applications.

Keywords: Bluetooth standard; low energy; resolvable private address mechanism; traceability;
privacy; cryptography

MSC: 68M12

1. Introduction

Bluetooth is an open technology standard for short-range radio frequency commu-
nication. Bluetooth hardware and software modules are widely used in various kinds of
consumer and business devices including mobile phones, headsets, laptops, keyboards,
mice, tablets, and automobiles. Power consumption is a crucial but challenging factor,
when the wireless and mobile devices deploy Bluetooth hardware and software modules.
As the technical innovation, the Bluetooth low energy (LE) therefore aims to support low-
power and low-cost wireless communications. In practice, Bluetooth LE offers a highly
efficient approach to build the Internet of Things (IoT) and wireless personal area networks
(WPAN) [1].

LE devices may compromise user privacy through their Bluetooth transmitted packets.
As shown in Figure 1, the attacker employs a sniffer to intercept and analyze the transmitted
packets among LE devices. If a user bonds with a device in some applications such
as [2,3], then the device’s transmitted packets will potentially disclose the user identity.
Bluetooth standard specifications [4–6] therefore provide a privacy solution for the hostile
environments [7–10]. The privacy solution should ensure that the attacker cannot exploit
the transmitted packets to identify the targeted device and determine the owner of it.
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1.1. Previous Work on Bluetooth Privacy 
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• Privacy of advertisement and device address. Some literature [13,14] focused on imple-

menting the addresses privacy mechanisms for the LE devices. Some literature [15–

20] showed that the advertising procedure possibly leaks the identity information of 

the LE devices and therefore enhances the privacy of the advertising procedure. Lu-

dant et al. [21] reported that LE advertisements could link to Bluetooth classic frames 

and the device’s globally unique identifier (i.e., BDADDR) due to the bad design of 

Bluetooth chips. They also developed several mitigations for the Bluetooth stack. 

Very recently, regarding Bluetooth LE, Zhang and Lin [22] showed that the address 

randomization scheme using the message authentication code (MAC) is vulnerable 

to replay attacks and further suggested timestamps-based randomized MAC ad-
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• Privacy of secure connection. Secure connection is the basis for LE devices to achieve 
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cure connection is to establish the link key between devices. In [23], we demonstrated 

the privacy vulnerability of the secure connection due to the reuse of the Diffie–Hell-

man key, and enhanced the privacy of the secure connection. Zhang et al. [24] showed 

downgrade attacks on secure connections only (SCO) and built a prototype for the 

SCO mode on Android 8 atop Android open-source project (AOSP). Tschirschnitz et 

al. [25] described a design flaw in the pairing mechanism of Bluetooth called method 

confusion and proposed changes to the Bluetooth specification that immunize it 

against method confusion. 

In addition, many researchers proposed Bluetooth privacy systems [26–28] at the ap-

plication level to protect the user privacy. Due to the fast development of Bluetooth 

WPAN, we can see that more and more privacy protection features have been included in 

the newest Bluetooth standard [6]. 
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sar et al. [12]
specially surveyed the privacy vulnerabilities and their countermeasures for the different
LE versions. We further summarize the research work of the LE privacy.

• Privacy of advertisement and device address. Some literature [13,14] focused on imple-
menting the addresses privacy mechanisms for the LE devices. Some literature [15–20]
showed that the advertising procedure possibly leaks the identity information of
the LE devices and therefore enhances the privacy of the advertising procedure.
Ludant et al. [21] reported that LE advertisements could link to Bluetooth classic
frames and the device’s globally unique identifier (i.e., BDADDR) due to the bad
design of Bluetooth chips. They also developed several mitigations for the Blue-
tooth stack. Very recently, regarding Bluetooth LE, Zhang and Lin [22] showed that
the address randomization scheme using the message authentication code (MAC) is
vulnerable to replay attacks and further suggested timestamps-based randomized
MAC addresses.

• Privacy of secure connection. Secure connection is the basis for LE devices to achieve
authentication, integrity, confidentiality and other security services. The task of secure
connection is to establish the link key between devices. In [23], we demonstrated the
privacy vulnerability of the secure connection due to the reuse of the Diffie–Hellman
key, and enhanced the privacy of the secure connection. Zhang et al. [24] showed
downgrade attacks on secure connections only (SCO) and built a prototype for the SCO
mode on Android 8 atop Android open-source project (AOSP). Tschirschnitz et al. [25]
described a design flaw in the pairing mechanism of Bluetooth called method confu-
sion and proposed changes to the Bluetooth specification that immunize it against
method confusion.

In addition, many researchers proposed Bluetooth privacy systems [26–28] at the
application level to protect the user privacy. Due to the fast development of Bluetooth
WPAN, we can see that more and more privacy protection features have been included in
the newest Bluetooth standard [6].

1.2. Bluetooth Address and Its Privacy

Bluetooth standard applies the address mechanism to identify each device and its
transmitted packets, which is analogous to TCP/IP network. To establish a Bluetooth
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connection, a device must transmit its Bluetooth address to another remote device. Hence,
to compromise user privacy, a practical way is to track the address transmitted by the user’s
Bluetooth device.

We summarize the type of Bluetooth device addresses in Figure 2. The address may be
either a public device address or a random device address, all of which are 48 bits in length.
Meanwhile, the device should use at least one type of device addresses and may contain
both. Each public device address is a unique 48-bit Bluetooth address in accordance with
Section 8.2 universal addresses in the IEEE 802-2014 standard [29]. A public device address
maintains a 24-bit company identifier and a 24-bit company assigned device identifier.
Public device address as the MAC address of TCP/IP network is an invariant value for each
device. Random device address consists of random static device address and private device
address. Private device address is either non-resolvable private address or resolvable
private address (RPA) and can be updated according to the period of the timer. In practice,
Bluetooth devices rarely use non-resolvable private addresses. An RPA shall be generated
by an identity resolving key (IRK) and a random number. In order to reconnect to the
known device, the RPA must be resolvable by the peer device. Identity address (IA) is a
public device address or random static device address. Each device must maintain an IA.
That is, the device shall also have an IA if it is using a private device address.
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Discussion. Bluetooth basic rate/enhanced data rate devices merely adapt public device
address. Comparatively, Bluetooth LE devices support not only public device address but
also random device address. The Bluetooth standard of LE newly increases random device
address due to the following concerns. First, public device address needs to buy from the
IEEE organization. The large number of the low-cost LE devices cannot bear the expenses
of public device addresses, even though the price of each address is cheap. Second, the
application and management of a public device address is more complex than that of a
random device address. Third, LE devices always run on broadcast communication mode.
The attacker can easily intercept the transmitted packets, such as the device’s address.
Hence, the invariant address incurs the security and privacy threats.

1.3. Our Contributions

To protect user privacy, the Bluetooth LE device should employ private device address.
Moreover, the RPA mechanism can provide strong privacy protection compared to the
non-resolvable private address mechanism, because RPA is generated and resolved by IRK
and cryptographic algorithm. However, the attacker could exploit the breaches in the RPA
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mechanism to compromise the user privacy. Therefore, we systematically investigate the
privacy problem of the RPA mechanism.

Our contributions on the RPA mechanism are threefold. First, we demonstrate that
the attacker can track the targeted device by using the runs of the RPA mechanism. That is,
the attacker replays the used RPAs to the counterpart of the targeted device and confirms
that the targeted device is present by the counterpart’s responses. Second, we propose
an improved RPA mechanism to overcome the exposed privacy weakness in the RPA
mechanism. To avoid replaying the used RPAs, our trick is to maintain the RPA counters
in the device. Third, we propose a formal model to evaluate the privacy of the RPA
mechanisms. Moreover, our proposed model is a tool to evaluate the privacy of the RPA
mechanisms in the future Bluetooth standards.

We notice that Zhang and Lin’s recent work [22] is also dedicated to the privacy of the
RPA mechanism. However, our work is different from Zhang and Lin’s work. We outline
the differences as follows:

(1) Although both attacks exploit replaying the sniffed RPA values to probe whether a
device will respond or not, Zhang and Lin’s attack focuses on the linkage relations
among the obsolete RPA values, tracking the targeted device using a real-time tunnel,
and tracking the absent device. Our attack aims to recognize the targeted device that
currently runs the RPA mechanism.

(2) Zhang and Lin proposed a timestamp-based RPA mechanism and discussed possibil-
ity of the synchronized sequence number-based RPA mechanism and storage-based
RPA mechanism. Our improvement only employs the counter to prevent the existing
attacks. Note that the counter is not a sequence number because it does not require
strict synchronization. We argue that the trust timestamp is not easily available in the
IoT environments.

(3) We propose a formal model to evaluate the privacy of the RPA mechanisms and further
prove that our improvement is private under the proposed privacy model. However,
Zhang and Lin’s work does not evaluate their timestamp-based RPA mechanism
using the provable security approach. In fact, it is impossible due to the timestamp.

In addition, Zhang and Lin’s work is practice-oriented and our work is theory-oriented.

2. RPA Mechanism

We assume that A and B are two LE devices and run the RPA mechanism to protect
their address privacy. Let IAA be A’s IA and IAB be B’s IA, and let IRKA be A’s IRK and
IRKB be B’s IRK.

2.1. Flow of RPA Mechanism

For a self-contained discussion, we review the RPA mechanism and follow the descrip-
tion style of [14].

2.1.1. Initial Connection Procedure

As shown in Figure 3, both A and B firstly implement the initial connection procedure.
We explain the detailed flow of the initial connection procedure as follows.

Step 1. Connectable undirected advertisement. A broadcasts its advertisement packets,
which are not directed at a particular recipient B. The advertisement packets only contain
A’s IAA.

Step 2. Connect request. This is the request to initiate connection sent from B to A. B
responses an advertisement packet, which has B’s IAB with the receiving IAA. Once A
receives this packet, A and B share IAB and IAA.

Step3. Sharing IA and IRK over secure connection. Both A and B use IAA and IAB to
run the LE secure connections pairing. After that, both devices exchange their IRKA, IAA,
IRKB, and IAB over the LE secure connection, that is, these data are encrypted by the
shared long-term key generated by the LE secure connections pairing. Then, both devices
respectively store the peer IRK and IA along with the local IRK in their resolving lists.
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Figure 4 depicts the logical structure of the resolving list. In addition, both devices enable
address resolution and set their RPA timeouts. Now, both devices have all information
necessary to process RPAs. Both devices exchange other packets on the LE data channels
after that.
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2.1.2. Reconnection Procedure

Both A and B need to restore the reconnection, once their initial connection is invalid.
To prevent an impersonation attack, the reconnection procedure also should verify the peer
IA. As shown in Figure 5, each device identifies the peer by resolving the receiving RPA in
accordance with its resolving list. Hence, for each run, both devices can send the random
RPAs instead of the invariant IAs to protect their address privacy. We will explain how to
generate and resolve RPA in Section 2.2. Let RPAA be A’s RPA and RPAB be B’s RPA. The
reconnection flow is in the following.
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Step 1. Connectable undirected/directed advertisements. A puts the RPAA into all its
transmitted packets and advertises them. Here, A allows either connectable undirected
advertisements or connectable directed advertisements.

Step 2. Connect request. In connect request, B’s transmitted packet contains both A’s
RPAA and B’s RPAB. RPAA and RPAB are shared by A and B as long as A receives B’s packet.
If RPAA and RPAB are correctly verified by B and A, RPAA and RPAB can be used in their
subsequent transmitted packets. Both devices exchange the packets in the LE data channels.

2.2. Generation and Resolution of RPA

As shown in Figure 6, RPA consists of 24-bit random number and 24-bit hash value.
The random number is known as prand, where 22 bits are random, and 2 bits are fixed. To
form RPAA, A generates a random prand and computes the hash value as follows.

Hash = ah(IRKA, padding‖prand) mod 224, (1)

where IRKA is its 128-bit IRK, padding is 104-bit zero padding to extend prand to 128 bits, ah
generates 128-bit ciphertext data from a 128-bit key and 128-bit plaintext data using the
AES-128-bit block cipher as defined in FIPS-197 [30], and ‖ denotes concatenation operator.
RPAA is formed by

RPAA = hash‖prand. (2)
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To decode the received RPAA, the least significant 24 bits of RPAA are extracted into B’s
hash, and the most significant 24 bits of RPAA are extracted into B’s prand. Then, B generates
its localhash by

Localhash = ah(IRKA, padding‖prand) mod 224, (3)

where IRKA is from A during the initial connection procedure. B further compares localhash
with hash extracted from RPAA. If they are equal, B successfully resolves A’s RPAA and
derives A’s IAA from its resolving list. Figure 7 depicts RPA resolution for RPAA. Similarly,
B generates its RPAB and then A can decode it. The device may respond on reception of the
next event, if it fails to resolve a private address within time inter frame space.
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3. Privacy Weakness in RPA Mechanism

In the initial connection procedure, the advertisements must directly send both IAs,
because the device without the peer IRK is not able to resolve the peer RPA to identify the
counterpart. Hence, the attacker can track the device by observing IA in the transmitted
packets, if IA is not changed. Comparatively, all transmitted packets in the reconnection
procedure are less susceptible to tracking, because both devices employ the random RPAs
instead of the invariant IAs for all transmitted packets. Both devices regenerate and resolve
their random RPAs for each run of the reconnection procedure. The idea of the RPA
mechanism is that the device updates RPA within the specified time interval to enhance
the address privacy.

However, we demonstrate that an attacker E can track any device by exploiting the
reconnection procedure. Assume that E obtains any targeted A’s obsolete but legal RPA
RPAO

A with B. E can confirm RPAO
A, because he observed that B accepts it. When an

unknown device C is running the reconnection procedure with B, E checks the validity of
A’s RPAO

A to recognize C. Figure 8 shows our attack on the reconnection procedure. We
describe it as follows.
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Step 1. When any device C sends its new RPA RPAC during connectable undirected
advertisements or connectable directed advertisements, E replaces RPAC by his RPAO

A.
Step 2. E waits B’s connect request. If E receives the connect request, then E confirms

that C is the targeted A; else E believes that C is not the targeted A.
If C is the targeted A, it really generates RPAO

A before. Hence, we know B correctly
resolves RPAO

A using IRKA in its resolving list. As a result, B should send the connect
request to E. Otherwise, B does not send connect request, because B is unable to resolve
RPAO

A. Assume that there are n different device addresses in B’s resolving list. Due to the
analysis above, the probability that E correctly recognizes A is 1/n. Clearly, our attack can
easily extend to track multiple devices, when E collects the used RPAs of these devices.

In [22], Zhang and Lin suggested tracking a victim’s real-time location w/ (or w/o)
tunneling. To track the targeted A, their attack demands that E exploits a tunnel, such as the
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wormhole attack, to relay A’s message to B (or E replays the old RPAO
A after A is absent).

In our attack, E blocks the unknown C’s current run of the reconnection procedure and
determines whether C is the targeted A. Our attack does not require the tunnel compared
with the victim’s real-time location w/ and has more real-time feature compared with the
victim’s real-time location w/o.

4. Improved RPA Mechanism

In the reconnection procedure of the RPA mechanism, the devices resolve all the
receiving RPAs and never verify and confirm whether they are fresh. Hence, when the
attacker replays the used RPAs to the devices, the devices always resolve them and return
the resolving results to the attacker. This helps the attacker track the targeted device. In the
following, we improve the RPA mechanism to defeat the address tracking due to abuse of
the reconnection procedure.

4.1. Improved Initial Connection Procedure

As shown in Figure 9, we redesign the resolving list. We add two new fields for
the resolving list, i.e., local RPA counter and peer RPA counter. Local RPA counter is
responsible to record the number of RPAs generated by the local device. Similarly, peer
RPA counter stores the number of RPAs resolved to the peer device. Let LCA and PCA
denote A’s local RPA counter and peer RPA counter and LCB and PCB denote B’s local
RPA counter and peer RPA counter, and let LCA, LCB, PCA, and PCB be t bits, where t is a
positive integer. It means that IRKA and IRKB at most use 2t times to generate and resolve
RPAA and RPAB and after that IRKA and IRKB need be renewed by both A and B.
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The improved initial connection procedure is almost the same as the initial connection
procedure described in Figure 3. Meanwhile, the improved initial connection procedure
demands both A and B, respectively, set LCA, PCA, LCB, and PCB to 0 during Step 3 of the
initial connection procedure. This is the only difference between these two procedures.

4.2. Improved Reconnection Procedure

Figure 10 shows the improved reconnection procedure. Here, we only consider the
connectable directed advertisement mode. The improved reconnection procedure keeps
the same transmitted packets with that of the reconnection procedure described in Figure 5.
The big difference is generation and resolution of devices’ RPAs. Moreover, both devices
need, respectively, to update LCA, RCA, LCB, and RCB in their resolving lists. We explain
them in the following.
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4.3. Processing RPA/Local RPA Counter/Peer RPA Counter

In the improved RPA mechanism, the format of RPA stays the same with that of the
RPA mechanism in Figure 6. To form RPAA, A generates a random prand and computes the
value hash as follows.

Hash = ah(IRKA, padding1‖LCA‖prand) mod 224, (4)

where LCA is A’s t-bit local RPA counter and padding1 is (104−t)-bit zero. The symbols
IRKA and prand and the function ah are same as the RPA mechanism. RPAA still is

RPAA = hash‖prand. (5)

To decode the received RPAA, B extracts the least significant 24 bits of RPAA as its hash
and the most significant 24 bits of RPAA as its prand. Next, B computes its localhash by using

localhash = ah(IRKA, padding1‖RCB‖prand) mod 224, (6)

where RCB is the peer RPA counter in its resolving list. Now, B compares localhash with hash
extracted from RPAA. If localhash is equal to hash, B successfully resolves RPAA and identifies
A by IAA in its resolving list and sets PCB = PCB + 1. Figure 11 shows the resolution process
of RPAA. The format, generation, and resolution of RPAB are fully same as these of RPAA.
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However, the attackers can launch a desynchronization attack, that is, he blocks a few
messages from A to make the counter out of synchronization. In this situation, A’s LCA
and B’s PCB may desynchronize, that is, LCA > PCB. We argue that this desynchronization
attack does not violate the privacy of A, because B has no response to the counterpart when
A uses the desynchronized LCA to generate RPAA. On the debit side, the desynchronization
attack leads B to fail to identify A.

The improved RPA resolution therefore needs to process this exception. The device
executes the exception operation (see Figure 11), when all RPAs in the resolving list are
unable to solve. If localhash is not equal to hash, B is required to setting PCB = PCB + 1 and
repeating the decoding operation until PCB = 2t − 1. If B is unable to resolve RPAA and
PCB = 2t − 1, it indicates that RPAA is not generated by A, and PCB should be restored to
its original value. Hence, the variable SPCB stores the original value of PCB. When the
unsuccessful resolution happens, B sets PCB = SPCB. This exception operation does not
violate the privacy of A if those unsynchronized RPA values are not replayed, because B
has no response unless the synchronization of LCA and PCB is recovered. That is, B gives a
response only if the RPA value is never verified before. We advise t = 6~10. It means that
the device can generate 64~1024 different RPA values for the reconnection procedure. At
the same time, the device requires at most 64~1024 ah computations for each record in its
resolving list when the desynchronization attack happens. Our suggestion of the parameter
t is practical, when the number of records in its resolving list are not too large, for example,
the number of records is 10~20. To defend the desynchronization attack, another alternative
countermeasure is to require the update of IRK and resetting resolving lists between the
pairing devices, if the desynchronization attack takes place.

4.4. Perforamce Evaluation of Our Improvement

We first analyze the time complexity of the improved RPA mechanism and compare
this index between the improved RPA mechanism and the RPA mechanism. Here, we omit
to consider the time complexity of initial connection procedure, because initial connection
procedures of both mechanisms are the same and involve the LE secure connections pairing.
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Assume that each device on average resolves f RPAs using its resolving list to finish
reconnection operation. In the case of the counters synchronization, the device requires
computing f times of hash function ah during our improved reconnection procedure, where
f is a positive integer. In the case of the counters desynchronization, the device at most needs
to compute f 2t times of hash function ah during our improved reconnection procedure.
The device comparatively requires f times of hash function ah during the reconnection
procedure. We know that the time overheads of counter operations and parsing the prand
can be negligible, compared with the hash computation. Therefore, on average, the time
complexity factor with the counters synchronization is

wcs =
number o f improved procedure′s hash compuation
number o f orginal procedure′s hash compuation

=
f
f
= 1 (7)

And the time complexity factor with the counters desynchronization similarly is

wcd =
f 2t

f
= 2t. (8)

Although t is always small, wcd is undesirable. Fortunately, the counters desynchro-
nization case seldom happens, because this implies some attack or communication failure
during the run of the reconnection procedure.

Both A and B in two mechanisms transmit and receive the same size of data (see
Figures 5 and 10). Hence, we claim that the communication efficiency of the improved RPA
mechanism is the same as that of the RPA mechanism. In storage cost, we merely consider
the long-term storage overhead. Each device in the improved RPA mechanism requires
extra 2t bits memory to realize two counters, compared with the RPA mechanism.

We know the energy cost of reconnection operation mainly depends on its time
complexity, communication cost, and storage cost. According to the analysis above, we
conclude that the energy overheads of our improved reconnection procedure have an
insignificant increase compared with the RPA mechanism.

In addition, we simulate the reconnection procedures in both of the improved RPA
mechanism and the RPA mechanism. The experimental platform is Windows 10 64 bits,
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 CPU @ 3.20 GHz 3.19GHz, and 8.00 GB RAM. For Cryptographic
tool, we use Python 3.6.6 cryptography toolkit PyCryptodemo. We set 20 records in the
resolving list of each device. We also set t = 10. The experiment performs 1,000,000 runs of
the reconnection procedure, records the run time, and averages them. Our experimental
results are that the reconnection procedure of the RPA mechanism requires 0.031 ms,
and the reconnection procedure of the improved RPA mechanism, respectively, requires
0.035 ms and 14.57 ms in the cases of synchronization and desynchronization. These time
values nearly meet our theoretical results, i.e., Equations (7) and (8). To get more accuracy
experimental results, these mechanisms should be implemented in an embedded Bluetooth
platform. We leave this work in our future work.

5. Privacy Evaluation of Improved RPA Mechanism

Let {0, 1}* and {0, 1}L denote all finite binary strings and all binary strings with
the L-bit length. Let Pr[] and Pr[|] be the probability and the conditional probability,
respectively. Clearly, the privacy evaluation should focus on the reconnection procedures
in RPA mechanisms. Similar to the ideas in [7,10,23], we use a formal privacy model to
evaluate the improved RPA mechanism.

5.1. Model Definition

Let a set of Bluetooth LE devices be I = {1, 2, . . . , s}. Π specifies how an initiator i ∈ I
and a non-initiator j ∈ I behave during the reconnection run of an RPA mechanism. Let
RPAi denote i’s RPA. For any i and j, let Πi, j denote i’s instance of Π with j. Πi, j generates,
transmits, and receives the packet(s) according to Π. Πi, j can be treated as an efficiently
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computable function because it generates its RPAi and resolves j’s RPAj. The internal state
of Πi, j includes the following variables:

• sid: the unique identifier of Πi, j;
• IRKi and IRKj: i’s local IRK and i’s peer IRK with j;
• IAj: j’s IA;
• LCi and PCi: i’s local RPA counter and i’s peer RPA counter with j;
• tran: a transcript of i’s current run of Πi, j so far, i.e., the ordered set of packets

transmitted and received by i so far;
• δ: a Boolean variable set to true or false denoting whether accepts or rejects at the end

of the run of Πi, j.

The run of Π can be modeled by collaboratively running Πi, j and Πj, i. At the end of
the run, i (resp. j) should either accept or reject the purported IA from j (resp. i), which
is indicated by δ in Πi, j (resp. Πj, i). Here, i (resp. j) needs to verify RPAj (resp. RPAi) by
using IRKj in Πi, j (resp. IRKi in Π j, i) and further link it to IAj (resp. IAi) in its resolving
list. We can define the notion of correctness as follows.

Definition 1 (Correctness). An RPA mechanism is correct if, given any honest initiator i ∈ I and
any honest non-initiator j ∈ I, the run of Π executed by the pair of Πi, j and Πj, i succeeds with
overwhelming probability.

Explanation. Correctness of a RPA mechanism means that if both Πi, j and Πj, i collabo-
ratively generate tran using the same IRKi and IRKj, δs in both Πi, j and Πj, i are true at the
end of the run. This notion is the customary requirement properly given honest participants.
All RPA mechanisms must satisfy it. We can easily check that both the RPA mechanism in
Section 2 and the improved RPA mechanism in Section 4 satisfy the correctness property.

5.1.1. Attacker

In order to model the actions of the attacker E, we assume that E can invoke a group of
the oracles. That is, E sends the queries to the oracles and then receives the results from the
oracles. With the help of the oracles, E is in complete control over all transmitted packets
during the run of Π. For any i, j ∈ I, we define the following oracles.

Launch(i, j)→{sid, Πi, j, Πj, i}: the Launch oracle initiates a run of Π, where sid is a
unique identifier to identify the run. Both Πi, j and Πj, i maintain the same IRKi and IRKj.
trans in Πi, j and Πj, i are, respectively, set to empty value and δs in both Πi, j and Πj, i are
set to false. In addition, if the RPA mechanism employs local RPA counter and peer RPA
counter, LCi, PCi, LCj, and PCj are all set to 0. The Launch oracle actually simulates the
initial connection procedure of the RPA mechanism.

Send(m, sid, Πi, j)→m′ (resp. Send(m, sid, Πj, i)→m′): the Send oracle advertises or
transmits a packet m to i (resp. j) and receives an answer m′ from j (resp. i). When m is
valid according to Πi, j (resp. Πj, i), m is also written into tran of Πi, j (resp. Πj, i). Here, m,
m′ ∈ {1, 0}*∪{null} and null denotes no transmitted packet. In addition, both LCi and PCi in
Πi, j (resp. both LCj and PCj in Πj, i) may be updated according to Π.

Execute(i, j)→{Πi, j, Πj, i, tran, sid}: the Execute oracle automatically performs a com-
plete run of Π between Πi, j and Πj, i, where the run is identified by sid and tran stores all
transmitted packets generated by the run.

Result(Πi, j)→x: the Result oracle outputs x to show whether Πi, j is successfully
complete. That is, if Πi, j‘s δ is true, then x = 1; else x = 0.

Corrupt(Πi, j,)→{i, RPAi} (resp. Corrupt(Πj, i)→{j, RPAj}): If Πi, j’s (resp. Πj, i’s) δ is
true, then the Corrupt oracle returns i (resp. j) and the corresponding RPAi (resp. RPAj)
generated by Πi, j (resp. Πj, i).
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5.1.2. Privacy

Let k or 1k be the security parameter. A real-valued function ε: N→[0, 1] is said
negligible if for every polynomial pl there exists an integer N such that for every k > N,
ε(k) < 1/pl(k) holds.

As shown in Figure 12, we present the experiment Pri-ExpΠ, E(k) to examine the
privacy of Π. In the setup stage, a set of devices create AIs and generate the local random
IRKs and obtain the peer IRKs and AIs. The devices set local RPA counters and peer RPA
counters if required. At the end of the setup stage, all devices build their resolving lists
to store the corresponding data. The training I stage allows the attacker E to invoke the
Launch, Send, Execute, Result, and Corrupt oracles. Hence, E should learn how to run Π
between any pair of the devices and collect a group of the device identities and the used
RPAs. In the challenge stage, E needs to choose two devices j0 and j1 and submit them to
the Test oracle. Upon receiving j0 and j1, the Test oracle flips a random coin bit b ∈ {0, 1}
and returns jb back to E. The training II stage continuously allows E to invoke the Launch,
Send, Execute, and Result oracles related to jb. That is, E can manipulate jb’s runs of Π with
any other device i. In the end, E is required to output his guessing bit of b. We define the
privacy definition of the RPA mechanism using above experiment.

Definition 2 (Privacy). Assume that Π is specified by an RPA mechanism. The RPA mechanism
is private, if for any probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) attacker E,

Pri-AdvΠ, E=|Pr[Pri-ExpΠ, E(k) = 1]−Pr[Pri-ExpΠ, E(k) = 0]| (9)

is negligible in the security parameter k.
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Explanation. Definition 2 states that each E cannot detect which is the device (i.e., j0 or
j1) was selected during the challenge stage with advantage significantly better than taking a
random bit guess. An equivalent way of stating this definition is to that every E behaves the
same way when it receives j0 and when it receives j1. Since E outputs a single bit, behaving
the same way means that E outputs 1 with almost the same probability in each case.

We can apply the model proposed above to check and prove the privacy of RPA
mechanisms. For example, we examine the RPA mechanism in Section 2. In the training
I stage, E selects i and j and invokes Launch(i, j) to get their sid, Πi, j, and Πj, i in current
run. Then, E invokes the Corrupt oracle using Πi, j as the input and obtains i and the
corresponding RPAi. E submits j0 = i and j1( 6= i, j) ∈ I and calls the oracle Test (j0, j1) in
the challenge stage. During the training II stage, E calls the oracle Launch(jb, j) to obtain
sid, Πjb, j, and Πj, jb in current run, and then invokes the oracle Send(RPAi, sid, Πj, jb) to
wait j’s response. E outputs the guess bit b′ = 0, if j’s response is received. Otherwise, he
outputs the guess bit b′ = 1. Let ν be the probability that j1 also can generate the same RPAi.
We have

Pri-AdvΠ, E = |Pr[Pri-ExpΠ, E(k) = 1] − Pr[Pri-ExpΠ, E(k) = 0]| =
|Pr[Pri-ExpΠ, E(k) = 1|b = 0]Pr[b = 0] + Pr[Pri-ExpΠ, E(k) = 1|b = 1]Pr[b = 1] −
Pr[Pri-ExpΠ, E(k) = 0|b = 0]Pr[b = 0] − Pr[Pri-ExpΠ, E(k) = 0|b = 1]Pr[b = 1]| ≤

|1/2 + (1 − ν)/2 − 0/2 − ν/2| = 1 − v.

(10)

According to the proposed model, the RPA mechanism fails to provide the privacy
feature, because 1 − ν is non-negligible.

5.2. Privacy Result of Improved RPA Mechanism and Its Proof

In the improved RPA mechanism, E can determine the identity of the targeted device
and intercept the RPAs advertised or responded by the targeted device. Although E
can replay these used RPAs during the reconnection procedure of the improved RPA
mechanism, E cannot identify the targeted device by exploiting the counterpart’s response.
The reason is that the counterpart always fails to resolve the used RPAs due to its peer
RPA counter, and E therefore cannot receive the counterpart’s response. This privacy
analysis is informal. We require the keyed pseudorandom function as the cryptographic
tool to support the formal privacy analysis of the improved RPA mechanism. The security
definition of the keyed pseudorandom function [31] is formally presented as follows.

Definition 3. Let F: {0, 1}k × {0, 1}l0→{0, 1}l1 be an efficient keyed function. We say F is a
pseudorandom function if for all PPT distinguishers D, there exists a negligible function ε such that:

|Pr[D(1k, F(k, )) = 1] − Pr[D(1k, R()) = 1]| ≤ ε(k), (11)

where the k-bit key K is chosen uniformly at random, and R is chosen uniformly at keyed random
from the set of random functions mapping l0-bit strings to l1-bit strings.

In the following, we have the privacy result of the improved RPA mechanism excluding
the desynchronization of two devices.

Theorem 1. Let Π be the reconnection procedure described as Figures 10 and 11 without considering
exception process. Assume that each device keeps its resolving list secret. If the function ah is a
keyed pseudorandom function as defined in Definition 3, Π is private according to Definition 2.

Proof of Theorem 1. In the training II stage of Pri-ExpΠ, E(k), E should interact with jb. Let
Sim be a simulator, which imitates jb’s behavior during the training II stage of Pri-ExpΠ, E(k).
However, Sim knows neither the random bit b nor jb’s secrets in its resolving list. We
demonstrate that from view of E, Sim will be computationally indistinguishable from a real
jb. It states clearly that E cannot identify jb at the guess stage, because E in Pri-ExpΠ, E(k)
gains no knowledge from its interaction with jb.
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In the challenge stage of Pri-ExpΠ, E(k), we know that E chooses j0 and j1. Let LT and
LT′ denote the full tran list of both j0 and j1 in the training I stage and the full tran list of
jb in the training II stage. During the training II stage, Sim simulates the Launch, Send,
Execute, and Result oracles to E as follows.

Launch oracle. Consider E calls the Launch oracle using i and jb to Sim. Sim invokes
Launch(i, jb) to get sid, Πi, jb, Πjb, i. Then, Sim further sends sid, Πi, fjb, Πfjb, i to E, where
Πi, fjb (resp. Πfjb, i) are Sim’s simulating function of Πi, jb (resp. Πjb, i).

Send oracle. (1) jb is an initiator. (1.1) When E invokes Send(null, sid, Πfjb, i), Sim gener-
ates a 24-bit prand’ as Figure 6 and a random 24-bit hash’. Sim forms RPA′jb= hash’‖prand’ and
sends it to E, and then further records RPA′jb in its LT′. In addition, Sim calls Send(null, sid,
Πjb, i) to obtain RPAjb. (1.2) When E invokes Send(RPA′jb, sid, Πi, fjb), Sim calls Send(RPAjb,
sid, Πi, jb) and returns the output of Send(RPAjb, sid, Πi, jb), i.e., RPAi, to E. Then, Sim records
RPAi in its LT′. (1.3) When E transmits other RPA by the Send oracle, Sim simply calls i’s
Send oracle with the receiving RPA and returns i’s output back to E. (2) jb is a non-initiator.
(2.1) When E invokes Send(null, sid, Πi, fjb), Sim calls Send(null, sid, Πi, jb) to get RPAi and
returns it to E. Then, Sim records RPAi in its LT′. (2.2) When E invokes Send(RPAi, sid,
Πfjb, i), Sim generates a 24-bit prand’ as Figure 6 and a random 24-bit hash’. Then, Sim forms
RPA′jb = hash’‖prand’ and records RPA′jb in its LT, and then further sends it to E. (2.3) When
E transmits other RPA by the Send oracle, Sim has no response.

Execute oracle. When E calls the Execute oracle to Sim, Sim calls Execute (i, jb) to
generate sid, RPAi, and RPAjb. Then, Sim generates a 24-bit prand’ and a random 24-bit hash’
and forms RPA′jb = hash’‖prand’. Sim records {sid, RPAi, RPA′jb} in its LT′, and then sends
them to E.

Result oracle. When E calls Result(Πi, fjb) (resp. Result(Πfjb, i)), Sim returns 1 to E if all
input and output of Πi, fjb (resp. Πfjb, i) are in its LT′. Otherwise, Sim returns 0 to E.

To distinguish Sim’s training II stage and a real training II stage, E must determine
that at least a run is invalid for jb and i. We know that both jb and i respectively maintain
the local RPA counters LCjb and LCi and the peer RPA counters RCjb and RCi. Hence, E
cannot invoke the Corrupt oracle and find out Sim by reusing jb’s RPAs in the training I
stage. If E determines that Sim exists, he must rule out at least one {sid, RPAi, RPA′jb} in the
training II stage. Let q(k) denote at most queries of the Send oracle, the Execute oracle, and
the Corrupt oracle during each training stage of the experiment Pri-ExpΠ, E(k). q(k) should
be a polynomial function. To figure Sim out, one of the following two cases must occur at
some point when E plays Pri-ExpΠ, E(k).

Case 1. Consider two RPAs RPAjb ∈ LT and RPA′jb ∈ LT′, where RPAjb=hash‖prand,
RPA′jb = hash′‖prand′, and hash, prand, hash′, and prand′ are 24 bits. According to Equation
(4), we know hash = ah(IRKjb, padding1‖LCjb‖prand) mod 224, where IRKjb is jb’s IRK and
LCjb is jb’s local RPA counter. However, Sim randomly generates hash′ in RPA′jb. Hence,
when prand = prand′, E finds out Sim by verifying hash = hash′. Let |LT| and |LT′| denote
respectively the numbers of RPAjb and RPA′jb. We have |LT| ≤ q(k) and |LT′| ≤ q(k),
because E makes at most q(k) Send and Execute calls in each corresponding training stage.
In the improved RPA mechanism, we know RPAjb and RPA′jb are all 48-bit values, and
prand and prand′ have two constant bits. We have that the RPA space is 246. It thus follows
that this condition occurs with the probability at most q(k)2/246.

Case 2. Sim randomly chooses hash’ to form jb’s RPA during the training II stage.
Comparatively, jb should use the function ah to generate hash. Hence, in order to recognize
Sim, E can use LT and LT′ to distinguish this distribution difference. Let Ev* be the event
that E succeeds in distinguishing Sim and jb according to their RPAs in LT and LT′. We
know that ah is a keyed pseudorandom function as Definition 3. Therefore, we can directly
construct the distinguisher D1 to tell the keyed pseudorandom function ah from the truly
random function R. According to Equation (11), the probability that E can figure out Sim by
the pseudorandom characteristic is

Pr[Ev*] ≤ |Pr[D1(1k, ah(k, )) = 1] − Pr[D1(1k, R()) = 1]| =
|Pr[D(1k, F(k, )) = 1] − Pr[D(1k, R()) = 1]| ≤ ε(k).

(12)
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Hence, the polynomially bounded E can distinguish Sim from real jb with the negligible
probability at most q(k)2/246 + ε(k). �

6. Conclusions

The Bluetooth standard specifies the RPA mechanism to protect the address privacy of
LE devices because a growing number of people use them for the sensitive transactions.
However, we reported the traceability weakness of the RPA mechanism. We therefore
proposed an improved RPA mechanism and proved it correctly repairs the traceability
weakness existing in the RPA mechanism. The improved RPA mechanism is easy to
implement in LE devices, though with a little extra overhead. We believe that our research
result is a steady step to enhancing the address privacy of LE devices.

In this work, we do not implement the improved RPA mechanism in Bluetooth simula-
tion platform. Hence, one future work is to use software-defined radios to realize the RPA
mechanism and our improvement. We hope to obtain more accurate energy costs for both
mechanisms. We do not investigate the forward/backward privacy of the RPA mechanism,
which also is our future work. To solve this problem, we need to develop a new formal
privacy model and redesign the RPA mechanism.
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